
        Step-by-Step Guide

How To: Schedule Your Mammogram
1st Step: 

Go To: https://www.floridamobilemammography.com/ 

Your screen should be identical
     to the one on the right.

You can either click on the 
    "Schedule an Appointment" 
    option at the top in yellow

   OR
You can click "Register Now" below 

     the "Schedule Your Appointment"
     box Highlighted in yellow shown 
     in the Screen below on the left.

* Both options only turn yellow when you hover 
over them in preparation to select them!*
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Step 2: 

 Click "new account sign-up?"
   below the login section if 
   you are new to the site.

 You should now be viewing a screen 
   that is identical to the one below.
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Step 3: 

Step 2 should've 
    led you to a screen 
    similar to the one on
    the right.
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  Fill in the information requested under the "Personal Detail" and the       
    "Login Detail" sections. (as shown above)

Record the username and password that you create somewhere safe       
    where you can find it when you need to login at a different time.

  Click the green "Save" button at the bottom to complete this step.
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Step 4: 

  Your screen should be identical to the     
    Terms and Conditions page shown below.

  Read through the Terms and Conditions. 
    Once you have read through everything you 
    may click the "Accept" button in Green. 
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Step 5: 
  You will see a acknowledgement box   

    letting you know your information             
    has been processed.

  After that box goes away you should     
    be led back to the main login screen.

  Proceed to login with the username  
    and password information you used        
    to sign up. 
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Step 6: 
  Your screen should be identical to the one below.

You should see your name and information.

  Click the Plus sign on the right side of the blue 
         "Appointments" box to schedule your appointment.

  This will take you to 
    the page on the left.

Type in the city or zip  
    code  where you live to       
    find a location near you.
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Step 7: 

  A variety of location should pop up. Choose one that is best for you by 
clicking on it and then hit "Next" at the bottom to continue.

  Next, the available dates should show up. Choose the one that works   
     best for you by clicking on it and then hitting "Next" at the bottom.
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Step 8: 
  Next, Click the circle titled "Florida Mobile Mammography, MD" 
since we will be your mammography provider and click "Next".

  Next, for the "Referring Provider" section type in the first and last name 
of your current physician and leave the state and city section blank. 

Next, click the magnifying glass on the right. 

  Click the correct provider and address below and then click "Next".
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Step 9: 
  Next, click the time that works best for you. Once you click this another 

box will come up. 

   Another box will appear. Fill in the reason for appointment 
     by clicking your choice. If you're not new click the box under 
     "Select Type" to change it to existing. Type the location and 
     time of your last mammogram then hit "Ok".

  Hit "Next" to continue to the last step.
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Final Step: 

  Finally, you will be asked to confirm the information provided is correct. 
Once you have reviewed this page and confirmed that everything is right 

hit the "Finish" button!

  You have completed the scheduling process! 

Place the date, time and location in your calendar 
so that you don't miss your appointment!

We look forward to seeing you soon!


